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Special Interest
Articles:

Martial Law

• Martial law

As of Tuesday October 1
M41 at 0900 we are at a
state of complete Martial
Law.

• Open War
• Alpha Legion
spotted

Inquisitor Coles has won
the full rights as leader
from the Governors of
Holy Terra. The Inquisitor
has mustered all forces
under his command and
stated to the people all
those who can bare arms
will. The young men and
miners have been taken to
the setup training facilities
in the main cities and

Individual
Highlights:
Nids Take Port 2
Orks

begun their trials. The
PDF forces have been put
through a faster version
as they are already
trained to fight and
operate war machines. A
small battalion of Kreig
solders arrived to
supervise the training.
With martial law now in full
effect already over 1000
people have been killed
for being in the wrong
place at the wrong time
and sad it is as they are
the same ones who work

in the areas they were
found in.
The Planetary Governor
location is unknown and
he is presumed dead. His
party are also missing.
With all this how are we
supposed to survive only
time will tell.
Forever is the Emperor

Open WAR on our planet. “Continues”

3

As we all know. The wars
between all the factions
continue. The Forced of
Chaos on the planet are
deadly and the xenos
armies are by most parts
fine with us except the
Nids who are more then
happy to kill us and use
our matter to create more
deadly creatures.
The Tau military forces
are just leaving us be as
they tend to bring supplies
to the populace when they
can in hopes that we will
become members if their
culture. The Imperial
Guards and the Space

Marines forces have been
doing their best to meet
our needs in the areas
affected but with the rise
of the Heretics and
several cults rising on the
planet they use more
caution before helping us
in need.
The inquisition Forces are
no help at all as they
believe we are all heretics
and started to slaughter all
they see including the
other imperial forces.
The feral Orks we all
came to get used to have
now been quiet and hide

staying away from the
others. The Ork forces
that landed scare off the
feral Orks as they see
them as a insult more then
help. This war will
continue on for many
months most likely still.
May the Emperor have
mercy on us at this time
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Iron Knights VS Tyranids at north spaceport
In the early mourning over
at the north spaceport the
st
501 packed up their
equipment and left the
planet. Unknown is the
reason why this happened
but with the port open to
the people of Karrik, we
can plan to look ahead
and get the populace to
safety.

Chaos here.
Inquisition
Denies it

WE WERE WRONG. The
forces of the Iron Knights
space marines had
noticed the army leaving
and gathered their force to

take the spaceport but
they were not the only
ones. From the east a
great Nids force moved to
the port as well to take
what was going to be
there’s.
The Karrick workers were
getting ready to paunch
the first ships to the
second moon known as
the pearl when the Nids
shut down and destroyed
the flight tower and almost
all working craft. The
Karrick workforce ran from

the Nids only to be
slaughtered by them. Only
a handful made to the
outer ridges when they
ran into the Iron Knights
space marines as they
moved in to take back the
port from the Nids. The
Battle lasted for 5 days
with the Space Marines
pouring fire and slashing
at the Nids. But in the end
it was not enough. The
Nids control the port but
the Marines took the prize
relic

Grey Knights Training goes wrong
Having secured their
landing zones and taking
their prize relics, 2 Grey
Knights forces met and
decided on have a training
opportunity with each
other.

Knights. The forces just
clashed and butchered
each other. The harmless
exercise went all wrong as
a relic was found on the
grounds and both sides
wanted it for their leader.

The Forces came out and
fought hard with each
other and stop to eat
between exercises. Until
things went a little to far.

In the end the brotherhood
of the sword took the
victory and the relic
leaving the other side to
leave the field and tend to
there wounded.

The forces went violent at
each other and Grey
Knights were killing Grey

Alpha Legion Exposed
Hiding in the mountains of
Karrik was the Forces of
Chaos. The Alpha Legion
have been found and
exposed. The Forces at
this time have still not
attacked anyone and have
only moved in silence.
Their crimes on this planet

so far range from being
heretics, kidnapping and
the theft of supplies from
local villages’. With this
new info security has
been greatly increased
and question has become
far more intent. Why now
have they been seen and

how far does their
incursion reach. We will
find out one day
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Space wolves 6th company VS Orks
The northern church of his
Emperors Domain was
finally cleansed of the
blood of both the Orks and
the Heretic forces of
Chaos.
The priest continued there
work when the Ork force
crashed throw the front
door and killed them to
take the relic that was
placed on the alter. The
Orks were stopped by the
th
Space Wolves 6
company who were
nearby.
The battle lasted for 4
days. The Ork War boss
and his forces killed the
Wolf Guard, the rune

priest and long fangs
while the Grey hunters and
Wolf Lord took the fight to
the Boyz. The Ork War
boss was stopped by the
dreadnought who too was
also destroyed. The Orks
loses were many and the
cost to the Space Wolves
was high as well.
The Wolf Lord took off with
his forces to collect the
prize of the War Boss but
instead found the more
Orks that came to collect
their leader. To many they
were and the Space
Wolves were forced to
retreat from the field.
Neither side collected the

Relic but at least once
again the church can be
cleansed and put back into
service of the Holy
Emperor

Caption describing picture or
graphic.

Iron Warriors VS Imperial Pride
The Iron Warriors left the
smugglers spaceport
located on the old Ork
Rockk and went straight
for the Space station in
orbit between the Pearl
moon and the planet
Karrik. The space station
was under the control of
the Imperial Pride when
the attack started. The
battle in close quarters
lasted 12 days with the
Iron Warriors taking the
station.
The Imperial Pride did
what they could but with
the Iron warriors forces in

terminator armour and
ready for a prolong battle
on the station, they knew
the odds were not in their
favour.
The forces of Chaos
chased the Imperial Pride
off the station and raised
their arms in victory.
With this happen supply
lines between Karrik and
the Pearl are cut off. While
Chaos holds the station
things will only get worse

Space Stations
under new
mangament
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Southern Orks are Quiet

WARBOSS
PLATE ON
PLANET!!!!

In the south binding his
time War Boss Plate his.
He waits collecting
intelligent reports and see
where others are at the
weakest. He will bind his
time learn what he can
and then strike. Only time
will tell when he will raise
his fist and crack open a
can of whoop ass

Tau Shadow of Cadre VS Imperial Guard
Tau and Imperial Guard
forces met on the battle
field on the North east.
The Battle was over
territory and a prize
possession in the middle
of the field.
The Tau opened first
destroying a transport, the
Guardsmen return fire
killing off Tau forces and
quickly moving up the field
th
with their tanks. By the 4
day is when it all went

wrong for the Guardsmen.
They had manage to kill
off members of the Tau
across the board leaving
only remnants of each
squad but a Tau
Commander and his
squad arrived on the field
and destroyed all of the
advancing tanks. The
Commander continued on
killing more the
Guardsmen off and taking
away a objective. The

battle went to the Tau but
the Guards did not leave
the field without vying
vengeance for what the
Tau have done.

Space Wolves 4th VS Dark Eldar
The Battle between a
Space Wolf and a Dark
Eldar is entertaining to
watch but the battle I
witnessed was a mass
killing field.
The 2 forces clashed in
the battle with such
ferocity that it made the
ground shake.
This battle took over 4
days to end and the blood

on the ground could fill a
space hauler. The Dark
Eldar ran in first to take
out the Wolf Lord but at a
great price. The Wolf Lord
did not go alone as the
Dark Eldar lord was killed
as well. The Wolf forces to
the ground and made the
Dark Eldar run for the
nearest Web Portal.
The Dark Eldar will not
forget this and will get

their revenge.
The battle was won by the
Wolves by dropping down
and taking the objective in
the end. The Lord will
celebrate with his Grey
Hunters.

